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Competition and market power have been the focus of much of the
empirical research conducted by the EIM in the recent past. This
report is concerned with these issues as well, and focuses in particu-
lar on the link between market conduct and performance. The back-
ground of the model which is applied in this report is a general
oligopoly model, which is able to accommodate market situations
ranging from perfect competition to that of a full cartel or monopoly.
This model represents both producer and consumer behaviour.
The key variables of this model are the elasticity of demand, which
represents consumer behaviour, the conjectural elasticity, which
depicts the behaviour of producers, and the Lerner index, which sum-
marises the outcome of the market process in terms of a mark-up.
Whereas the former two variables model conduct of consumers and
producers respectively, the latter variable is a measure of performan-
ce. The conjectural elasticity indicates the extent to which producers
co-operate. It is a measure of collusive behaviour and, therefore, an
index of market power. The Lerner index reports the results of the
market process, gives an indication of the averse effects of market
power, and, therefore, is a measure of non-competitive rents.
The model - which is applied to Dutch manufacturing - has been pro-
posed by Appelbaum (1982). This model contains the three key
variables of an oligopoly that have just been mentioned. This implies
that the model consists of both a demand curve and a supply rela-
tion. These equations have a specific functional form and contain
exogenous variables which ensure that the equations are identified.
Furthermore, it contains three additional equations which are needed
to identify the conjectural elasticity as a separate parameter. These
equations are input demand equations, one for each of the three
inputs labour, intermediate inputs such as material and capital. Since
both the input demand equations and the supply relation are based
on the same cost function, the generalised Leontief cost function,
they have some of their parameters in common. When estimated,
these parameters must have the same value. The restriction must be
imposed before the model is estimated. The results that follow from
an application of this model consist of indices of both the degree of
market power and the amount of non-competitive rents in the indus-
tries under consideration.
The story that has been told up to now assumes that the application
5
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industries that are part of Dutch manufacturing and have been inves-
tigated, this is not the case. In order to be able to pinpoint the heart
of the problem, a plausibility-check has been performed. This plausi-
bility-check consists of the derivation of several conditions that have
to be satisfied in order for the estimates to make sense. For instance,
it is taken to be the case that when the price of a manufacturing pro-
duct rises, the demand for that good falls, ceteris paribus.
The basic requirements that have to be met for the empirical results
to be plausible are called boundary conditions in this report. Five
straightforward boundary conditions are discussed and applied to the
industries that are considered. Two of these five conditions apply to
all three of the input demand equations. The first condition states that
input demand has to be positive (R1). This implies that the quanti-
ties demanded of the inputs labour, and capital as well as the inter-
mediate inputs, as they are predicted by the estimated model, should
be positive. Since a negative demand for a certain input does not
make sense whatsoever, this condition should be adhered to in quite
a strict way. The second condition that has to be satisfied applies to
all of the inputs as well. According to this condition, the demand for
a particular input should be decreasing in the price of that input, i.e.
the demand curve for that input as implied by the demand by a firm
in the industry under consideration should slope downwards (R2).
Since there may be interfering factors and it does not seem to be com-
pletely impossible for a(n input) demand curve to slope upwards, one
might want to consider to be somewhat more lenient with regard to
this restriction, although in this report it is applied in a fairly severe
way.
The third, fourth and fifth boundary conditions pertain to the
demand equation and the supply relation. The third condition requi-
res the elasticity of (output) demand to be negative. The fourth con-
dition demands the income elasticity to be positive, preferably close
to 1. The fifth condition is satisfied when price is larger than or equal
to marginal cost. This last condition is implied by the assumption of
profit-maximisation. Still, it is not impossible for a firm to operate
with price below marginal cost. As long as the price is larger than
average cost, the firm will be able to survive. Occasional violations of
the latter condition do not have to be fatal. They imply losses in cer-
tain periods, e.g. in downswings of the economy. Firms that are about
to exit the industry are likely to operate at a loss as well. Furthermore,
the estimated model may not capture the real dynamics as to result
in a complete satisfaction of this condition. Satisfaction on average
6
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condition can be applied in a fairly lenient way.
Subsequently, the model and its boundary conditions are applied to
Dutch manufacturing. The data used pertain to the period 1978-1993.
The data set covers 16 two-digit industries comprising 79 three-digit
industries. We use a database from Statistics Netherlands consisting
of information about 2000 Dutch Manufacturing firms. The applica-
tion of the model to Dutch manufacturing does not lead to satisfac-
tory results for all 79 industries. Special attention is paid to 30 (18)
industries for which reasonable results have been found (16 three-
digit industries and 2 two-digit industries which comprise 14 three-
digit industries). None of the industries meets all of the boundary
conditions, as for instance price is frequently (just) below marginal
cost.
In 15 out of 18 industries no significant market power has been
found. The non-competitive rents that are associated with the degree
of competition in these industries are (just) below 0 in 8 out of 15
industries, whereas they do not exceed 0.06 (the estimated value for
SBI 334; non-ferrous metal industry). In the other three industries,
the degree of market power is higher than in a Cournot-oligopoly,
which implies that the competitive process is blocked to a fairly high
extent. One of these industries is a two-digit industry, SBI 21; food
processing, comprising 6 three-digit industries. The other two, SBI
224; the textile refinement industry, and SBI 362; electric engines and
related goods, are three-digit industries. The latter industry has an
implied value of the conjectural elasticity of 0.22, which is twice as
large as the 0.11 of the other two industries. It is compatible with a
Cournot-oligopoly of approximately 5 firms (1 / 0.22 =4.55). The
non-competitive rents of these industries show that the ordering of
industries in terms of performance may very well be different from
the ordering of industries in terms of conduct, i.e. market power. SBI
362, which exhibits a high degree of market power, is confronted with
consumers who exhibit very price-sensitive behaviour, as can be seen
from an elasticity of demand of -5.47. Because of this sensitivity to
changes in price, it is quite hard for the producers to raise the price
above marginal cost. A high degree of market power is needed to
raise price relatively little above cost. This, in turn, implies that the
non-competitive rents in a price-elastic industry in which producers
have a high degree of market power may be fairly low, as can be seen
from a Lerner index of 0.04 in case of SBI 362. Demand for the other
two industries is less elastic. Because of this, the non-competitive
rents earned in these industries are higher than in SBI 362, in spite of
7
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ding to our estimates.
The boundary conditions can be used for a different purpose than
providing a selection criterion for which industries to present empiri-
cal details: it can be used to analyze the problems that cause the dis-
appointing results. The first important observation is that in 34 three-
digit industries the elasticity of demand is positive. This is the main
source of the implausibility of many of the results.
The estimate of the elasticity of demand in the demand equation may
have consequences for the supply relation as well. The violation of
the condition that price should be larger than marginal cost (on aver-
age) is very likely caused by the poor estimates of the elasticity of
demand, since the model implies that price is smaller than marginal
cost when the elasticity of demand is positive and the conjectural
elasticity is positive as well.
From the checks that have been performed it cannot be concluded
that the elasticity of demand is the only source of the problems. The
cost function may cause a part of the problems as well. The condi-
tion that marginal cost must be smaller than output price is violated
frequently. The same holds for the condition that factor demand is
decreasing in factor prices. However, to be sure about the quality of
the estimated marginal cost and the input demand equations, the sys-
tem of equations could be estimated without the demand equation.
This would allow for a check of the relevant equations independent
from the elasticity of demand. A deplorable side-effect of this, is that
no estimate of the conjectural elasticity and the elasticity of demand
comes forward. Therefore, the degree of market power can no longer
be assessed when the four-equation version of the model is applied.
Estimating the demand equation as a single equation, possibly in a
number of different specifications, would provide for an alternative
way of arriving at an estimate of the demand elasticity. Combining
this with the value of the Lerner index as implied by the estimated
supply relation makes it possible to calculate the value of the conjec-
tural elasticity.
In sum, the Appelbaum-model does not lead to satisfactory results for
all industries considered in Dutch manufacturing. The estimation of
the elasticity of demand is the main problem in this regard. From the
results that are considered to be plausible, it can be concluded that
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In the Netherlands, competition and market conduct have been
important issues both for policy and research during the past five
years. In 1993, the OECD criticized competition policy in the
Netherlands. This prompted a discussion among Dutch economists
which gave rise to empirical research into market power and related
topics.
1 EIM was among the first institutes which recognized the
importance of research with respect to competition and market con-
duct. Previous research has among others concerned the determi-
nants of the persistence of profits, the impact of competition on pro-
ductivity, and the process of entry and exit of firms.
2 Recently, the
focus has shifted to the link between market conduct on performan-
ce. Lever, Nieuwenhuijsen and Van Stel (1999) investigated this issue
with respect to the construction industry. This paper applies the same
method to Dutch manufacturing.
The method used starts from a general oligopoly model, which is able
to describe market situations ranging from perfect competition to
monopoly. This model is able to nest oligopoly situations with wide-
ly diverging degrees of market power. One of these is the well-known
Cournot-model, which assumes a fairly low level of market power. In
this specific instance of the general model, it is assumed that firms do
not (plan to) react to each other. The crucial variable in this respect
is the conjectural elasticity, which can be seen as an index of market
power. In other situations involving more or less market power, firms
do plan to react to each other. The relevant assumption concerning
strategic interaction is embodied in the value of the conjectural elas-
ticity. 
The model used in this paper has been proposed by Appelbaum
(1982) and is presented in full in section 2.2.1. It contains a key varia-
ble of both conduct and performance. The variable that represents
performance is the well-known Lerner index, which is a mark-up
defined as price minus marginal cost, divided by price. Conduct is
modelled in terms of the conjectural elasticity. This conjectural elas-
ticity measures to what extent competitors adjust their behaviour to
a change in the behaviour of a particular firm. If competition is per-
fect, an increase in price by one firm will result in an increase in out-
put by the other firms, or by an entrant, supplied at the former price
as to offset the effect of the change of behaviour in the industry cau-
9
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1  Cf. Van Dijk and Van Bergeijk (1997b) for a survey.
2 For a more general discussion of how market conduct figures both in theoretical and empiri-
cal research see Hindriks (1999a).
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like a full cartel, a reduction in output by one firm will be matched
by the other members of the cartel in order to maximize the profits
of all members together. In practice, intermediate cases seem to be
most relevant.
When the model was applied to Dutch manufacturing, some of the
results were disappointing. Why this was the case puzzled us.
Because of this, we have tried to locate precisely where the problems
appear. For this, we have implemented a plausibility-check of the
results. From the model, some basic conditions are derived which the
estimated model has to satisfy in order to make sense. These boun-
dary conditions, as they are called in this report, concern fundamen-
tal issues such as whether the demand for inputs is positive, the elas-
ticity of output demand is negative, and whether price is (generally)
larger than marginal cost. They are presented in section 2.2.5.
This paper continues with an exposition of the model and the boun-
dary conditions which should apply to the equations that result from
its estimation (chapter 2). This model links performance to conduct,
both of which are at the heart of this study. It then presents and dis-
cusses the results of the application of the model to Dutch manufac-
turing and the corresponding plausibility-check (chapter 3). The
report ends with a concluding section, which also includes some sug-
gestions for further research (chapter 4).
10
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conditions
2.1 Theoretical Background
The most important characteristic of an oligopoly is the fact that the
firms in an oligopolistic industry interact strategically with each other.
This means that the behaviour of one firm is influenced by the beha-
viour of the other firms in the same industry. The extent to which this
is the case can be measured in terms of the conjectural elasticity. The
conjectural elasticity can be seen as a conduct parameter and it can
be used to investigate apparent collusion, i.e. collusion between firms
as can be inferred from the actual behaviour of these firms. In line
with this, the conjectural elasticity has become known as the “coeffi-
cient of co-operation” (Geroski 1988).
1
A significant result of oligopoly behaviour is a price which exceeds
marginal cost. This can be measured in terms of a mark-up, such as
the Lerner index. The mark-up is a key indicator of market perfor-
mance. This mark-up is the outcome of both producer and consumer
behaviour. This is not only the case conceptually, but it follows from
the mathematical representation of the oligopoly model as well. The
Lerner index L of firm i equals the (absolute) ratio of the conjectural
elasticity, q, which represents producer behaviour, and the elasticity
of demand, e, which depicts consumer behaviour:
(1) ,
with  (P is price and MC is marginal cost).
Since the conjectural elasticity equals the ratio of the elasticity of
demand for the industry as a whole, and the elasticity faced by an
individual firm i, it follows that the Lerner index also equals the
(absolute) inverse elasticity as perceived by firm i:
(2) .
Equation 1 implies that the conjectural elasticity equals the (absolu-
te) product of the Lerner index and the elasticity of demand:
11
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1 For other interpretations of the conjectural elasticity, such as the one according to which it
is understood to be a weighted measure of the actual expectations of firms of the reactions
of competitors, see Hindriks (1999a).
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Because of this, the conjectural elasticity has (also) become known
as “the elasticity adjusted Lerner index.” (Corts 1999, p.231;
Genesove and Mullin 1998, p.356)
Equations 1 - 3 follow from a basic oligopoly model which assumes
profit maximization.
1 They depict the relationships between the key
variables in an oligopoly. The conjectural elasticity depicts collusion
between producers. When producers collude, they exert market
power. This will be reflected in the price. However, the effect of a cer-
tain degree of market power not only depends on the behaviour of
producers but on the behaviour of consumers as well. In a market in
which demand is very elastic, producers need far more market power
to raise price by a certain percentage than in a market which is char-
acterized by inelastic demand. If consumers hardly react to price
changes, a relatively low degree of market power suffices to raise the
price to a great extent.
The Lerner index is a relative measure of the mark-up of price over
marginal cost. This mark-up is the result of both producer and con-
sumer behaviour, since it is defined in terms of both the conjectural
elasticity and the elasticity of demand (eq.1). The mark-up is one of
the outcomes of the market process, and can be seen as a measure of
performance. The economic profit that accrues to the producers
because of the mark-up is labelled as non-competitive rents.
Consequently, the Lerner index is a measure of these rents. Producer
behaviour is represented by the conjectural elasticity. This collusion
parameter can be seen as an index of market power.
In case of perfect competition, the Lerner index equals 0. It is diffi-
cult to interpret non-zero values of the Lerner index. A theoretical
upper bound can be derived. First, because of the fact that the (abso-
lute) elasticity of demand is smaller or equal to the perceived elasti-
city of demand, i.e. -e ≤ -ei, it follows from equation 2 that the Lerner
index is always smaller than or equal to -1/e. Second, because of the
way the Lerner index is defined, 
,
it can never be higher than 1. If the elasticity of demand is smaller
than -1, the first restriction is binding; if not, the second restriction is
binding. However, without additional information on the elasticity of
12
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1 For a more extensive discussion of the oligopoly model, see Hindriks (1999b), Hindriks
(1999a, chapter 2), and Hindriks (1998, pp.3-11).
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monopoly value for the industry under consideration. Therefore, it is
not possible to draw definite conclusions about market power only
from the value of the Lerner index, since this index is composed from
both producer and consumer behaviour. However, it is possible to
draw conclusions about non-competitive rents, since the Lerner index
is a measure of these rents.
In contrast to the Lerner index, the conjectural elasticity depicts only
one element of the market process: producer behaviour. Because of
this, values of the conjectural elasticity do have a clear interpretation.
A value of 0 implies a situation of perfect competition, whereas a
value of 1 implies (full) monopoly power. Intermediate values can be
interpreted relative to the equivalent number of firms.
1 The equiva-
lent number of firms is defined as the number of firms which is con-
sistent with the value of the conjectural elasticity, when it is assumed
that this value represents a Cournot oligopoly. In other words, it is the
number of firms which a Cournot oligopoly would sustain given the
value of the conjectural elasticity. In a (symmetrical) Cournot oligo-
poly, the conjectural elasticity equals 1/n, n being the number of
firms.
This equivalent number of firms can serve as a benchmark figure,
which is to be compared with the actual number of firms present in
the industry. When the actual number is greater than the equivalent
number as indicated by the conjectural elasticity, market power is lar-
ger than in a Cournot oligopoly. As has been noted in the introduc-
tion, a Cournot oligopoly represents a situation in which a fairly low
degree of market power is present. If the actual degree of market
power in a particular industry is larger than in a Cournot-situation,
the market power is high enough to be relevant from the perspective
of anti-trust policy.
For example, when the estimated value of the conjectural elasticity of
a certain firm or industry equals 0.25, Cournot behaviour would
imply n = 4, i.e. the industry contains four firms. This follows from
the fact that in a Cournot oligopoly the conjectural elasticity equals
1/n (cf. above). When, however, the industry comprises five firms
instead, it can be concluded that behaviour is more collusive than in
a Cournot oligopoly, which implies that the degree of market power
in that industry is greater than in a Cournot situation.
13
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conditions 
The oligopoly model of the previous section is not fit for empirical
application as it is. It has to be extended in such a way as to allow
for identification of the equations and the various parameters which
are important for the market process. The equations have to be spe-
cified and exogenous variables have to be added. This can be done
in several ways (cf. Bresnahan 1989). In this report, the model as pro-
posed by Appelbaum (1982) is used.
The oligopoly model behind equations (1) - (3) (cf. footnote 2) con-
sists of a demand equation and a supply relation. As said above, in
order for this model to be identified, i.e. fit for empirical application,
the equations have to be specified, i.e. a functional form has to be
chosen, and exogenous variables have to be added. Furthermore,
input demand equations have to be added. Input demand equations
can be derived from the cost function, which is also used to derive
marginal cost. Since the cost function is the fundamental equation for
both marginal cost and the input demand equations, these equations
have some of their parameters in common. The parameters that figu-
re in more than one equation should be identical. This provides for
so-called cross-equation restrictions. These cross-equation restric-
tions together with the exogenous variables lead to the identification
of the model.
1
As announced in the introduction, several conditions can be derived
which the equations of the (estimated) model should satisfy. These
conditions can be checked in order to evaluate the plausibility of the
estimates that have been found.
In the next (sub)section the model is presented as a whole. In subse-
quent (sub)sections, the individual equations are discussed and the
related boundary conditions are presented and elucidated. In the final
section on the model and its boundary conditions, an overview of all
of the conditions is presented.
14
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1 Bresnahan (1982) and Lau (1982) discuss an alternative way of achieving identification of
the oligopoly model, which does not make use of input demand equations. This model con-
tains an interaction term in the demand equation instead. The interaction term allows the
demand curve to rotate, which, together with the shift variable (Y) which is also included in
Appelbaum’s model, suffices for identification of the model. The interaction term usually con-
sists of the product of the price of the product under consideration and the price of a substi-
tute good. The term should be seen as an additional exogenous variable, and is treated as
such in the estimation process.
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P is price, Q is total quantity, whereas qi is quantity produced by firm i.
xLi, xMi, and xKi represent quantities of inputs, labour, material and capi-
tal, respectively, whereas wL, wM, and wK are the prices of these inputs.
PI is a price index and Y denotes Gross Domestic Product. Exq and imq
are the export and import shares, and hrf is the Herfindahl index.
Equations 4-7 are input demand functions. Equation 7 is the demand
function of the model. Equation 8 represents the supply relation. In
equation 8, the conjectural elasticity, q, has been endogenized by
defining it in terms of three other variables (exq, imq, and hrf). The
model as defined by these five equations is identical to the model
used in Appelbaum (1982), except for the endogenization of the con-
jectural elasticity in equation 8. The equations and the variables they
include are discussed in turn in the remaining part of this section.
This section mainly serves as a point of reference.
The specification of equations 4-7 and 8 reflects the choice for the
generalized Leontief cost function. This is discussed more extensive-
ly in sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.4, where the input demand equations and
the supply relation are discussed. It will turn out to be the case that
these equations have been directly derived from the cost function.
Therefore, the generalized Leontief cost function is presented here as
to complete the presentation of the model:
(9) .
C is total cost and is dependent on the prices of the inputs. The sub-
script R denotes one of the inputs labour, material, or capital. The
same holds for S1 and S2. R denotes the input for which the equation
is a demand equation. S1 and S2 represent the other two inputs.
For each equation, one or more conditions can be identified which
has to be satisfied by the estimated model. For instance, the input
15
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consideration. Another example concerns the income elasticity: the
income elasticity is expected to equal approximately 1 for most
goods. These boundary conditions are discussed together with the
discussion of the equations of the model.
2.2.2 Input Demand Functions
Input demand functions for labour, intermediate inputs and capital
have to be added to the basic model which only contains a demand
equation and a supply relation. These functions are derived from the
Leontief cost function (eq. 9), by taking the derivatives with respect
to the prices of the inputs (using Shephard’s lemma). The supply
relation contains marginal cost. Marginal cost is to be derived from
the same cost function as the input demand functions. The model
which results is identified because of the cross-equation restrictions
between the input demand functions and the supply relation. Both
the input demand functions and marginal cost are derived from the
cost function and, therefore, they should be consistent with one anot-
her. Consistency implies that those parameters that appear in both
(kinds of) equations should result in identical estimates. This restric-
tion is imposed before the model is estimated.
The input demand functions depend on three kinds of variables:
(10) .
As before, the subscript R denotes one of the inputs labour, material,
or capital. The same holds for S1 and S2. R denotes the input for
which the equation is a demand equation. S1 and S2 represent the
other two inputs. There is a demand equation for each of the inputs,
all of which include the price of the other two inputs as independent
variables. Equation 10 shows that the quantity of input demanded by
firm i, xRi, depends on the price of the respective input, wR, the price
of the other inputs, wS1 and wS2, and quantity supplied, qi. b is the
vector of parameters.
These input demand equations should satisfy (at least) two condi-
tions: first, the demand for a certain input should be positive (R1);
second, input demand should be decreasing in the price of the input
(R2).
1 Both boundary conditions are intuitively plausible. A negative
demand for something makes no sense whatsoever. One cannot
16
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1 The boundary conditions can be formulated for the cost function as well. A cost-function
which is non-decreasing and concave in input prices satisfies the two conditions of the input
demand functions by implication (De Wit 1998).
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goods it is true that when price rises, quantity demanded decreases,
which is exactly what is stated in the second condition.
Appelbaum uses a generalized Leontief cost function (eq. 9). From
this function, the following equations for input demand can be deri-




The two conditions mentioned above can be formalized in terms of
the variables of the input demand functions. The first condition – the
demand for a certain input should be positive (R1) – implies xRi > 0.
This conditions entails that equations 11 - 13 should be larger than
zero: xR / q, as estimated,
1 has to be larger than 0. For labour, this
condition comes down to:
(L1) .
For material and capital, similar boundary conditions can be formu-
lated, (M1) and (K1), and checked. (These are presented in section
2.2.5.)
The second condition that has to be satisfied – input demand should
be decreasing in the price of the input (R2) – implies that the deriva-
tive of the input demand equations with respect to the price of the
input should be smaller than zero: 
For labour, this condition entails that:
(L2)  .
Similar conditions can be derived and applied for material and capi-
tal, (M2) and (K2) respectively. (Cf. section 2.2.4.)
The parameters bL, bM and bK, and the parameters bLL, bMM and bKK,
appear only in the (R1) conditions. The parameters bLM, bMK and bLK,
appear in both the (R1) and the (R2) conditions. All the variables that
17
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1 The conditions have to be satisfied for the actual domain of the input prices only. When the
estimated parameters and the actual values of the variables are used, the conditions are in
fact checked for the actual domain only.
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input demand functions should be decreasing in their own price,
which implies that the derivatives to that price should be smaller
than 0 (R2). For this to hold, at least one of the parameters in the (R2)
conditions should be positive. The first condition (R1) concerns the
input demand function themselves. Input demand should be positi-
ve, which implies that at least some of the parameters that appear in
the input demand conditions should be positive.
Some limitations of the cost function should be mentioned.
Appelbaum (1982: 291) concludes that ‘marginal costs are constant
and equal across firms.’ The cost function hardly allows variation in
technology between firms. Furthermore, changes in technology over
time have not been accounted for. The former limitation is proble-
matic when firms within an industry are too heterogeneous. When a
higher level of aggregation is chosen, the three-digit industries may
be too heterogeneous to justify their aggregation in one two-digit
industry for purposes of the estimation of this model. From this per-
spective, the level of application of the model becomes an important
issue. This will be discussed more extensively in chapter 3.
2.2.3 The Demand Curve
Total demand depends on the price of the product produced, and
Gross National Product:
(14) Q = Q(P,Y;e,r)s,
where Y is gross national product (GNP) and r is the income elasticity.
Appelbaum (1982) chooses a log-linear specification of the demand
equation:
(15) ,
with price and GNP deflated by a price index PI.
In order for an estimate to be plausible, the elasticity of demand e has
to be negative. This is the third condition which the (estimated) model
has to satisfy and is designated as (EofD). This follows from the fact
that the domain of the elasticity of demand is á–¥, 0ñ, since in case of
perfect competition the elasticity equals -¥, in case of a monopoly it is
smaller than or equal to -1, and for oligopolies the elasticity has to be
smaller than 0 while it may be smaller than -1. A value between 0 and
-1 can only occur in case of an oligopoly (cf. Hindriks 1999a, p.25).
18
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rises, the demand for that good falls. This only has to hold ceteris
paribus. When price rises and income rises as well, the demand for
a certain good may still rise, because of the fact that the effect of the
increase in price is more than offset by the rise in income. By inclu-
ding income as an explanatory variable, this has been taken into
account.
An independent boundary condition applies to the income elasticity,
which should be positive. Preferably, r should be close to 1, which 
– at least in general – is a plausible value. This is the fourth condi-
tion identified in this paper and is referred to as (IncE).
2.2.4 The Supply Relation
When profit maximization is assumed, the supply relation has the
general form of the next equation:
(16) .
From this formulation, it can be seen that (elements of) both the input
demand functions and the demand equation reappear in the supply
relation (MC follows from differentiating the cost function – eq. 9 –
with respect to quantity produced). It follows that it is not to be expec-
ted that plausible estimates of the conjectural elasticity ensue, when
the other equations have not resulted in satisfactory estimates.
The specified expression of the supply relation that follows from the
Leontief cost function that we use is:
(17)
In general, this equation has to satisfy the restriction P > MC, since
negative values of the mark-up are seen as implausible or exception-
al.
1 This fifth condition is labelled (P>MC):
Endogenization of the conjectural elasticity
The fifth equation of the model (eq. 8) has been made more specific
yet, before estimation. The conjectural elasticity has been endogeni-
zed, i.e. it has been made dependent on other variables, exq, imq,
and hrf, as in equation 18:
19
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The three variables in terms of which the conjectural elasticity is defi-
ned in equation 18 are available at the three-digit level:
exq export share 
imq import share
hrf Herfindahl index.
These three variables represent aspects of structure. By including
them, the link between structure and conduct is modelled. Thus both
the link between conduct and performance and the link between
structure and conduct are represented in the model, which makes it
a fairly comprehensive one.
Since there are several competing theories about the influence of cer-
tain variables on market power, it is hard to form an expectation con-
cerning the sign of the parameters. For instance, with regard to the
Herfindahl index, which is an index of concentration, the Structure-
Conduct-Performance paradigm predicts a positive sign, whereas the
contestability theory predicts a negative sign. Because of such con-
flicting theories, no prior expectations are put forward here.
The sign of g1 is expected to be negative, since firms have to be com-
petitive in order to partake in international trade. The sign of g2 may
be negative as well, since import implies more competition.
2.2.5 Boundary conditions
In the previous three sections, 5 boundary conditions have been iden-
tified, two of which have to hold for all of the three inputs respecti-
vely. This adds up to a total of nine restrictions which have to be
satisfied for the estimates to be plausible. The boundary conditions
are summarized below. Note that these conditions have to be satis-
fied for the actual domain of the variables only.
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3. Elasticity of Demand is Negative.
(EofD) e < 0
4. Income Elasticity is Positive (and is expected to be approximately 1).
(IncE) r > 0 (r ≈1)
5. Price is Larger than or Equal to Marginal Cost.
21
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3.1 Data and Estimation Method & Strategy
The data set concerns Dutch manufacturing industries. The data have
been made available for use by Statistics Netherlands. A description
of these data can be found in annex III. 16 two-digit industries are
considered. These contain data for 79 three-digit industries, compri-
sing 2000 Dutch manufacturing firms. These industries have been
selected on the basis of data availability and accessibility. The indus-
tries are referred to by their SBI-code. Annex IV contains the descrip-
tion of these industries and the codes.
The period that is considered starts in 1978 and ends in 1993. Since
yearly data are used, this implies that for each variable available for
a certain firm or industry 16 observations are available. All data are
at the lowest level of aggregation that Statistics Netherlands supplies,
which is at the firm level in case of the quantities of the inputs and
of output. Data at the meso-level are also available.
The estimation method used is Full Information Maximum Likeli-
hood (FIML). This is the preferred method for estimating a simulta-
neous model that has been fully specified.
The estimation strategy has been that the two-digit level was the first
level of analysis used. Only when results at the two-digit level were
not satisfactory, estimations at the three-digit level have been pursu-
ed. This has lead to estimation at the two-digit level for SBI 20 and
21, while the other industries have been analysed at the three-digit
level. Therefore, we present results for 67 industries, 2 of which are
two-digit industries comprise 8 and 6 three-digit industries respecti-
vely, and 65 industries are three-digit industries.
3.2 Results for Dutch Manufacturing
The model as presented in section 2.2.1 and described in sections
2.2.2 - 2.2.4 has been estimated for Dutch manufacturing. Along with
the estimation of the model, the boundary conditions, summarized in
section 2.2.5, have been checked in order to determine the plausibil-
ity of the results that were found. In this section, those results which
are satisfactory are presented and discussed. Whether the results for
a particular industry are satisfactory or not, has been determined by
the results of the plausibility check.
23
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to reasonable results. If it is demanded that all boundary conditions
are met in full – i.e. all 5 conditions hold for all firms throughout the
entire period –, none of the industries remain. However, when price
is allowed to be below marginal cost in one or two periods for a num-
ber of firms, i.e. (P>MC) for approximately 90% of the observations,
two industries remain. One is the two-digit industry SBI 21, which
contains several food processing industries such as the industry for
starch, for alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, and tobacco pro-
cessing. Estimates at a lower level of aggregation have not been done
for this industry, since the estimates at the two-digit level are fairly
satisfactory (cf. section 3.1 on our strategy). This two-digit industry
consists of a combination of 6 three-digit industries. The other indus-
try for which the estimates meet practically all demands that were
imposed is the three-digit industry 224, i.e. the textile refinement
industry.
It can reasonably be argued, however, that for the estimated model
price does not always (or almost always) have to be larger than
marginal cost. In case of perfect competition, price equals marginal
cost. When price equals marginal cost, all that is to be expected is
that when the actual values of the variables are put into the estimated
model is that price equals marginal cost on average. The estimated
parameters are averages over time and may not do full justice to the
dynamics of the underlying reality. This may result in estimated
marginal cost (just) below price, whereas in practice it equals price
or is even slightly higher than price. Therefore, it is reasonable to 
be more lenient with regard to the (P>MC) condition compared to
the other boundary conditions. Applying this restriction in a less
severe way, a new selection of industries with plausible results can
be made.
Furthermore, requiring all conditions to hold for all firms throughout
the entire period may be too strict. A firm that exits the industry in
the next period may incur a loss in the current period. Marginal cost
is likely to be larger than price for this firm. A further consideration
which only applies to (K2) is that for durable goods the expectations
about the price should be taken into account (Shapiro, 1987, p.10).
Nothing of the kind has been modelled explicitly in our model, which
justifies a more lenient attitude towards this condition (K2).
When first the estimate of the elasticity of demand is taken into
account, it turns out that only 33 (45) out of the 67 (79) industries
that are considered satisfy the condition that the elasticity should be
24
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1 Only 26 (38) of these are significant at the ten percent
level or lower. For all these 26 (38) industries, the value of the Lerner
index as calculated from the estimates of the conjectural elasticity
and elasticity of demand is larger than or equal to -0.05 (and lower
than 1). Checking whether the income elasticity is positive and sig-
nificant leaves 23 (35) industries. Of the remaining industries, 13 (25)
satisfy the conditions imposed on the input demand equations, (R1)
and (R2). For five other industries, only the requirement (K2) fails to
be met. Since constructing reliable data for especially the price of cap-
ital is notoriously difficult, and because of the theoretical argument
mentioned above, the results for these five industries are reported in
this chapter as well. 4 (4) of the 18 (30) reported industries, have an
estimated income elasticity which is lower than 0.50, which decreas-
es the plausibility of the results for these industries.
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1 The figures between bracket represent the number of industries when the fact that two of the
industries actually comprise 13 three-digit industries has been taken into account. Two of the
33 industries are two-digit industries, which implies that not less than half (33/67) of the
industries satisfy the (EofD) condition, but more than half (45/79). It can, however, not be
said with certainty that all of the three-digit industries that fall within SBI 20 and 21 will
lead to results that satisfy exactly the same conditions as do the two-digit estimates.
Therefore, 45 should be seen as the upper bound of the number of industries with a negative
estimated elasticity of demand.













21 0.11 -0.93a 1.08a 0.91 0.12 1 1 1 1 1 1
224 0.11 -1.43a 0.95a 0.94 0.08 1 1 1 1 1 1
20 -0.003 -1.02a 0.94a 0.43 0.00 1
4 1 1 1 1 1
223 0.00 -0.96a 0.51a 0.69 0.00 1 1 1 1 1 1
232 0.01 -0.73a 0.92a 0.69 0.01 1 1 1 1 1 1
243 0.01 -0.87a 0.15b 0.31 0.01 1 1 1 1 1 1
271 0.02 -0.76a 1.23a 0.75 0.03 1 1 1 1 1 1
311 -0.06 -2.02a 0.94a 0.06 -0.03 1 1 1 1 1 1
325 0.02 -0.50a 1.07a 0.88 0.04 1 1 1 1 1 1
328 -0.08 -1.74a 1.45a 0.31 -0.05 1 1 1 1 1 1
334 0.03 -0.50a 1.86a 0.75 0.06 1 1 1 1 1 1
340 -0.06 -1.83a 0.90a 0.13 -0.03 1 1 1 1 1 1
362 0.22 -5.47a 0.49a 0.81 0.04 1 1 1 1 1 1
252 -0.01 -1.30a 0.15b 0.56 -0.01 1 1 1 1 1 0
256 -0.06 -2.91a 0.61c 0.13 -0.02 1 1 1 1 1 0
261 -0.02 -0.64a 1.51a 0.56 -0.03 1 1 1 1 1 0
342 -0.10 -2.35a 1.43a 0.13 -0.04 1 1 1 1 1 0
355 -0.06 -1.18a 0.40a 0 -0.05 1 1 1 1 1 0
1 Values calculated from the estimated model (using average values of the variables in case of q). Column 2 reports the values
implied by the (estimated) endogenization of the conjectural elasticity. Column 6 reports the Lerner index as the (negative)
ratio of the estimated values of the conjectural elasticity and the elasticity of demand.
2 Estimated values. Significant at the (a) 1 percent level, (b) 5 percent level, (c) 10 percent level.
3 Fractions of the set of estimates for the industry under consideration that satisfy the relevant condition. Bold figures highlight
conditions that are not (fully) satisfied: some of the income elasticities are lower than 0.5, which is seen as implausible;
furthermore, K2 is not met by five industries. 
4 Rounded off. Detailed results for these industries can be found in annex II.
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(details can be found in annex II). The first two rows represent the
results for the two industries that meet four of the five demands,
whereas they do very well with regard to the fifth: using the estima-
ted parameters, over 90% of the observations result in marginal cost
lower than price. The next eleven industries in the table (he third row
up to the thirteenth) satisfy the first four conditions as well, whereas
they do worse on the fifth one than SBI 21 and SBI 224. The percen-
tage of observations for which the estimated model implies that price
is larger than marginal cost varies from 6 to 88.
The last five rows present the results for those industries which do
well with regard to three of the five conditions whereas they meet two
out of three of the subconditions of the second requirement. More
specifically, apart from not fully satisfying the (P>MC) condition,
these industries fail to meet the (K2) requirement, i.e. the demand
curve for capital (as an input) is not decreasing in the price of capi-
tal, which is not necessarily a serious problem (cf. above).
Endogenization and Input Demand Functions
From the results of the endogenization of the conjectural elasticity
(cf. section 2.2.4), no unambiguous conclusions can be drawn.
Although the constant, g0, is usually positive, the signs of the other
parameters vary greatly. Still, for 8 out of the 18 industries of table
3.1, both g1 and g2 are negative, which confirms our expectations for
these industries. For the remaining industries, usually either one of
the two parameters has a negative sign. However, no unambiguous
conclusions can be drawn from these results. The parameter of the
Herfindahl index (hrf) does not follow a clear pattern across indus-
tries either. This implies that the Structure-Conduct-Performance pre-
diction of a high degree of concentration implying a high degree of
market power is not always confirmed.
In each of the industries, it is the case that at least one of the para-
meters bLM, bMK, and bLK, is positive. This conforms to the expecta-
tions, since this is a requirement that is to be met for (R2) to be satis-
fied. The vast majority of the parameters of the input demand
equations actually is positive.
The Lerner Index and the Conjectural Elasticity
As discussed in section 2.1, the Lerner index is a measure of non-
competitive rents. From the values reported in table 3.1, it follows
that the non-competitive rents are very modest, if not non-existing.
Most of the industries considered here operate with a mark-up close
to zero. Only the firms which are part of SBI 21 and SBI 224, comp-
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ly, sell their product at a price well above marginal cost, with a
respective Lerner index of 0,12 and 0,08. The market power which is
present in these industries as inferred from the reported value of the
conjectural elasticity is fairly high. Although this is not surprising, it
could very well have been differently. If consumer behaviour in terms
of the elasticity of demand varies much across industries, the orde-
ring in terms of the estimated conjectural elasticity will deviate con-
siderably from that based on estimated Lerner indices (cf. section
2.1). For both groups of firms, the value of the conjectural elasticity
equals 0.11. This value is consistent with a Cournot oligopoly when
the industry considered contains approximately 9 firms, i.e. 9 is the
equivalent number of firms. Since both industries contain more than
9 firms, the results indicate that the market power exerted by produ-
cers in these industries is larger than in a Cournot-situation.
The values of the Lerner indices in the table result from calculating the
(negative) ratio of the conjectural elasticity and the elasticity of
demand as estimated. For those industries that do not do very well
with regard to the (P>MC) requirement, the Lerner indices are close
to 0. In 8 of the reported industries, the Lerner index is actually (just)
below zero. For the industries which do well with regard to this con-
dition, especially the industries SBI 21 and SBI 224 discussed above,
the Lerner index is higher than 0.05. The Lerner index of SBI 334
equals 0.06, while in 75% of the observations price is larger than mar-
ginal cost. This conforms exactly to what is to be expected. The Lerner
indices can be calculated from the estimated marginal cost as well.
This, however, has not been done, since the (P>MC) boundary con-
dition suffices for our purposes here. From table 3.1 it can be conclu-
ded that the values of the Lerner index as implied by the estimated
model are consistent with the results of the (P>MC) condition. This
increases our confidence in the results for this set of industries.
The industry with the highest estimated degree of market power is
SBI 362, electric engines and related goods. Price is larger than mar-
ginal cost in 81% of the observations. The Lerner index equals 0.04,
which is not high at all. The reason that the amount of non-competi-
tive rents is comparatively low, whereas the degree of market power
is high, as can be seen from a conjectural elasticity of 0.22, is the fact
that the (absolute) estimated elasticity of demand is very high. This
implies that consumer demand is responsive to price changes.
Because of this, producers need a comparatively high degree of mar-
ket power to raise price above marginal cost, and a slight deviation
of the Lerner index from 0 is associated with a high value of the con-
27
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the ordering of industries based on the conjectural elasticity is diffe-
rent from a ranking in terms of the value of the Lerner index, a result
which was deemed important at the end of section 2.1. This impor-
tance derives from the fact that in industries with very elastic demand
a high degree of market power the welfare loss is smaller than in
industries with inelastic demand, were they to have the same amount
of non-competitive rents.
1
3.3 Puzzles for Dutch Manufacturing
The results of table 3.1 are not very representative of the results of all
67 (79) industries, which are summarized in annex I. Many of the
conditions imposed are violated repeatedly. For instance, 34 out of 79
industries have a positive estimated elasticity of demand. This is very
counter-intuitive, to say the least. The elasticity of demand is expec-
ted to be negative. In contrast, the conjectural elasticity is expected to
be zero or positive. In situations more complex than can be described
by the simple model of section 2.1, a negative conjectural elasticity
might occur in certain periods, although this will be very rare. In our
estimates, however, a negative conjectural elasticity is no exception
(44 out of 79). What is even worse is that for several of these indus-
tries the elasticity of demand is positive. The combined result of these
two anomalies is a positive Lerner index. Although one would expect
the Lerner index to be zero or positive, the fact that the Lerner index
is positive for these industries is a result of the unexpected signs of
both the conjectural elasticity and the elasticity of demand.
The fraction of observations for which price is larger than marginal
cost ranges from 0.06 to 1. The income elasticity is usually positive,
as expected, but not always significant. For five industries, the income
elasticity is negative (and significant!).The conditions relevant for the
input demand equations are violated repeatedly as well. Especially
K(2) is not always met. In general, (R2) – the conditions that input
demand functions should be decreasing in their own price – fails to
be satisfied several times. The (R1) conditions, i.e. factor demand
should always be positive, are usually met. When they are not, they
are satisfied to a very high degree (>97%).
All in all, these results suggest serious shortcomings of the estimated
model. From the checks that have been done, it can be concluded that
the positive estimated elasticities of demand are the main source of
error, since it has repercussions for the supply relation as well.
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Bergeijk (1997a).
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blematic, the cross-equation restrictions between supply and the input
demand equations may become problematic. The influence of the
elasticity of demand on the supply relation follows from the fact that
it states that price is equal to marginal cost divided by 1 plus the ratio
of the conjectural elasticity and the elasticity of demand. A positive
value of both the conjectural elasticity and the elasticity of demand
implies that the denominator of the supply relation is greater than 1
(cf. eq. 16). This implies that price is lower than marginal cost. This
occurs frequently in our estimates. A positive estimated price elastici-
ty may provide for an complementary explanation of why this is so.
1
Another possible explanation is that the cost function is mis-speci-
fied, and, because of this, creates problems. The cost function is assu-
med to be equal for all firms in an industry and is taken to be con-
stant over time. These assumptions can be wrong. One may want to
consider to take changes in technology into account explicitly, and/or
to estimate different cost functions for different firms to account for
differences in technology across firms.
Experimenting with different cost functions may be quite interesting.
Apart from this, one may want to compare average cost to estimated
marginal cost. Relating predicted average cost with observed average
cost may provide valuable information as well. These exercises,
which have not been carried out, would make it clear to what extent
the generalized Leontief cost function is problematic.
Although there may be several sources of the disappointing results, it
should be clear that a positive estimated elasticity of demand has
devastating consequences for the model. It is quite conceivable that
problems in estimating the elasticity of demand spread out into the
supply relation, which in turn will have consequences for the esti-
mation of the input demand functions.
Possible causes for the positive estimates of the elasticity of demand
include changes in consumer preferences, and (other) exclusions of
variables that are important for demand. Furthermore, problematic
data specifications may be part of the problem.
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1 This explanation, of course, holds only for those industries for which the estimated elastici-
ty of demand is positive. For those industries for which this is not the case, the explanation
of a violation of the (P>MC) requirement mentioned in the previous section may apply: price
may approximately equal marginal cost. Furthermore, a negative estimated conjectural elas-
ticity may provide for an explanation parallel to the one based on a positive elasticity of
demand: a negative conjectural elasticity combined with a negative elasticity of demand
results in a denominator in the supply relation which is larger than one, which implies P<MC.
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have repercussions for all the other equations of the model. It is hard
to assess the impact of the estimate of the elasticity of demand on the
other equations. In order to be able to judge whether the cost func-
tion creates problems additional to those caused by the elasticity of
demand, the model can be estimated without the demand function.
The plausibility of estimates of the equations that are (at least par-
tially) based on the cost function can then be evaluated indepen-
dently from the estimated elasticity of demand by checking the con-
ditions that the cost function should satisfy. However, in this scena-
rio the conjectural elasticity and the elasticity of demand will not be
estimated as independent variables. They will only be estimated
together as one variable in the denominator of the supply relation.
This is a consequence of the attempt to assess to what extent the four
equations change when estimated without the demand equation.
From the new estimates of the four equation model, one will be able
to see whether these changes lead to an improved satisfaction of the
relevant conditions.
For there to be good estimates of the conjectural elasticity, the
equations derived from the cost function and the demand curve
should be estimated in a satisfactory way. Implausible results for the
elasticity of demand have consequences for all equations in the
model. Since in almost half the industries considered, the elasticity of
demand is positive, a better way of estimating the demand equation
is needed to arrive at an estimate of the conjectural elasticity.
Apart from this, it may be worthwhile to estimate the model without
the demand equation. This serves two purposes. First, an improved
understanding of the problems involved in applying the model may
be achieved, since it can be checked whether the cost function as
implied by the estimated input demand function and the supply rela-
tion satisfy the relevant conditions. Second, if the results are plausi-
ble, the Lerner indices implied by the model can be used to assess the
amount of non-competitive rents in Dutch manufacturing.
Furthermore, the estimates of the Lerner index can be compared to
estimates of the Lerner index based on other methods (cf. Hindriks
1999a, 1999b; Prince 1994; Prince and Thurik, 1992). The cost incur-
red is that no information about market power is obtained, since the
four-equation version does not result in an estimate of the conjectur-
al elasticity.
A different way to evaluate the quality of the cost estimates is feasi-
ble for those industries for which independent information on cost is
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simple, it may be possible to measure marginal cost directly (cf.
Genesove and Mullin, 1998).
1
In sum, we conclude that application of the model as proposed by
Appelbaum (1982) is fairly problematic, at least for the data set used
in this report. Opportunities for improvement are alternative methods
of estimating a demand equation and alternative specifications of the
cost function. Industry-specific research may be very helpful in this
regard, since this type of research allows one to make adjustments to
the particularities of the industry under consideration.
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1 The methodology of the New Empirical Industrial Organization (cf. Bresnahan 1989), encour-
ages industry-specific research, since this allows one to take the peculiarities of the indus-
tries under consideration into account. Furthermore, marginal cost is generally considered to
be unobservable in the NEIO literature. Industries for which this does not hold (as strongly)
provide a good opportunity for testing the quality of NEIO-models by comparing independent
cost information with the inferred marginal cost.
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A model has been presented, which includes aspects of both conduct
and performance. The conduct parameter, i.e. the conjectural elasti-
city, is seen as an index of market power, whereas the measure of per-
formance, the Lerner index, represents relative non-competitive rents.
The model has been specified along the lines of Appelbaum (1982).
Subsequently, it has been applied to Dutch Manufacturing. Because
of the fact that the application of this model did not result in satis-
factory estimates for all 79 industries of the data-set on Dutch manu-
facturing, an analysis has been made of some of the basic features of
the estimated model. 5 boundary conditions have been presented and
the estimates have been checked using these conditions.
For those industries for which the model did result in satisfactory
results, both the degree of market power and the comparative amount
of non-competitive rents were quite low. Both the conjectural elastici-
ty and the Lerner index are close to or even below 0 for several indus-
tries. Only for three industries the degree of market power is fairly
high: SBI 21, food processing, SBI 224, the textile refinement industry,
and SBI 362, (part of) the electrotechnical industry, with respective
values of the conjectural elasticity of 0.11, 0.11, and 0.22. Only for two
of these industries the amount of non-competitive rents is comparati-
vely high. The Lerner index for SBI 21 equals 0.12, whereas it is 0.08
in case of SBI 224. Due to a very elastic demand, the non-competitive
rents in SBI 362 are quite low. The Lerner index equals 0.04 for this
industry. However, for all these three industries it may be concluded
that the competitive process is blocked to a fairly high extent.
The less satisfactory results reveal that the elasticity of demand is pos-
itive for 34 of the 79 industries considered. From the model of section
2.1 it follows that in an industry with a conjectural elasticity between
0 and 1, which is the normal range, price has to be smaller than mar-
ginal cost when the elasticity is positive. This means that a violation
of the (EofD) boundary condition implies that in the normal case
(q³0) the (P>MC) boundary condition is violated as well. It is quite
clear that the estimation of the elasticity of demand is the main source
of problems for this model. In order to be able to evaluate the quality
of the cost estimates in a better way than has been done in this report,
the model can be estimated without the demand equation.
Furthermore, for industries on which independent information on cost
is available, this information can be compared to the estimates.
33
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Table I: Selected Parameter Estimates and the Boundary conditions
SBI Theta EofD IncE P>MC Lerner L1 M1 K1 L2 M2 K2
20* -0.003 -1.02a 0.94a 0.43 0.00 0.9997 1 1 1 1 1
21* 0.109 -0.93a 1.08a 0.91 0.12 1 1 1 1 1 1
221 0.07 2.08a -0.40b 0.19 -0.03 1 1 1 1 1 1
222 0.06 1.38b -1.27a 0.19 -0.04 1 1 1 1 1 1
223 0.00 -0.96a 0.51a 0.69 0.00 1 1 1 1 1 1
224 0.11 -1.43a 0.95a 0.94 0.08 1 1 1 1 1 1
225 0.03 -1.58c 1.90a 0.56 0.02 1 1 1 0.38 0 1
227 -0.01 0.68b 1.27a 0.56 0.01** 1 1 1 0 0 1
229 -0.01 1.58a 1.42a 0.44 0.01** 1 1 1 1 1 1
231 -0.01 -0.66a -0.49a 0.31 -0.02 1 1 1 1 1 1
232 0.01 -0.73b 0.92a 0.69 0.01 1 1 1 1 1 1
241 -0.00 0.10 0.38 0.81 0.00 1 1 1 1 1 0
242 0.00 -0.13 1.07a 0.44 0.00 1 1 1 1 1 0
243 0.01 -0.87a 0.15b 0.31 0.01 1 1 1 1 1 1
252 -0.01 -1.30a 0.15b 0.56 -0.01 1 1 1 1 1 0
253 -0.01 0.15c 0.11a 1 0.07** 1 1 1 1 1 0
254 0.04 0.90a 1.28a 0.19 -0.04 1 1 1 1 1 1
256 -0.06 -2.91a 0.61c 0.13 -0.02 1 1 1 1 1 0
257 -0.11 0.81a 0.75a 1 0.14** 1 1 1 0 0 1
261 -0.02 -0.64a 1.51a 0.56 -0.03 1 1 1 1 1 0
262 -0.03 -0.94a 1.07a 0.25 -0.03 1 1 0.97 0 0 1
263 -0.01 0.85c 1.29a 0.38 0.01** 1 1 1 1 1 1
271 0.02 -0.76a 1.23a 0.75 0.03 1 1 1 1 1 1
272 -0.05 0.76a 0.32a 0.81 0.07** 1 1 1 1 1 1
273 0.003 0.61a 0.46a 0.50 0.00 1 1 1 1 1 1
Significant at the (a) 1 percent level, (b) 5 percent level, (c) 10 percent level. 
* Since the estimates of the two-digit industries SBI 20 and SBI 21 are fairly satisfactory, no estimates have been done at the
three-digit level for these two two-digit industries. Column 2 reports the values implied by the (estimated) endogenization
of the conjectural elasticity. Columns 3 and 4 report estimated values (and the significance of the estimates). Column 6
reports the Lerner index as the (negative) ratio of the estimated values of the conjectural elasticity and the elasticity of
demand. Columns 5 and 7-12 report the fractions for the number of observations that satisfied the relevant restriction.
** Lerner index is positive due to unexpected signs of both theta and the elasticity of demand. 
Continued on next page
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SBI Theta EofD IncE P>MC Lerner L1 M1 K1 L2 M2 K2
292 -0.003 -0.34b 1.93a 0.31 -0.01 1 1 0.99 0.06 1 0
294 0.00 -0.03 1.44a 0.69 0.00 1 1 1 1 1 1
295 -0.22 4.15a 0.97a 0.81 0.05** 1 1 1 1 1 1
296 -0.49 5.40a 1.55a 1 0.09** 1 1 1 0 0 0
297 0.07 3.30a 1.50a 0.25 -0.02 1 1 1 1 1 0
298 -0.04 0.87b 0.89b 0.63 0.05** 1 1 1 1 1 0
299 -0.16 2.34a 0.38a 1 0.07** 1 1 1 0 1 0
311 -0.06 -2.02a 0.94a 0.06 -0.03 1 1 1 1 1 1
313 0.004 0.32a 1.62a 0.38 -0.01 1 1 1 0 0 0
321 0.14 -0.61b 0.15 1 0.23 1 1 1 0 1 0
322 -0.00 -0.13 0.58a 0.50 0.00 1 1 1 1 1 1
323 0.01 -0.49 0.82a 0.63 0.02 1 1 1 0 1 0
325 0.02 -0.50a 1.07a 0.88 0.04 1 1 1 1 1 1
327 -0.02 0.62a 0.59a 0.63 0.03* 1 1 1 1 1 0
328 -0.08 -1.74a 1.45a 0.31 -0.05 1 1 1 1 1 1
333 -0.01 -0.43 0.32a 0.31 -0.02 1 1 1 1 1 1
334 0.03 -0.50a 1.86a 0.75 0.06 1 1 1 1 1 1
340 -0.06 -1.83a 0.90a 0.13 -0.03 1 1 1 1 1 1
341 0.07 2.14a 0.07a 0.25 -0.03 1 1 1 1 1 0
342 -0.10 -2.35a 1.43a 0.13 -0.04 1 1 1 1 1 0
343 0.03 0.62a 1.52a 0.19 -0.05 1 1 1 1 1 0
344 -0.002 0.12 1.27a 0.63 0.02 1 1 1 0 0 0
345 -0.01 2.04a 1.55a 0.38 0.00 1 1 1 1 1 1
346 0.01 -2.79a 0.23 0.63 0.00 1 1 1 1 1 1
347 0.03 0.80b 0.87a 0.25 -0.04 1 1 1 1 1 0
Significant at the (a) 1 percent level, (b) 5 percent level, (c) 10 percent level. 
* Lerner index is positive due to unexpected signs of both theta and the elasticity of demand. Column 2 reports the values
implied by the (estimated) endogenization of the conjectural elasticity. Columns 3 and 4 report estimated values (and the
significance of the estimates). Column 6 reports the Lerner index as the (negative) ratio of the estimated values of the con-
jectural elasticity and the elasticity of demand. Columns 5 and 7-12 report the fractions for the number of observations that
satisfied the relevant restriction.
Continued on next page
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SBI Theta EofD IncE P>MC Lerner L1 M1 K1 L2 M2 K2
348 0.00 0.04 1.21a 0.44 0.00 1 1 1 1 1 1
349 0.09 -2.10a 2.86a 0.81 0.04 1 1 1 0 0 1
351 -0.02 0.66a 1.11a 0.69 0.03** 1 1 1 1 1 1
352 -0.07 1.73a 1.21a 1 0.04** 1 1 1 1 1 1
353 -0.002 1.12a 0.92a 0.63 0.00 1 1 1 1 1 1
354 -0.26 3.06a 0.44a 1 0.08** 1 1 1 0 0 1
355 -0.06 -1.18a 0.40a 0 -0.05 1 1 1 1 1 0
356 -0.07 1.08a 1.85a 1 0.06** 1 1 1 1 1 1
357 0.06 4.53a -0.40c 0.31 -0.01 1 1 1 1 1 0
359 -0.05 1.17a 0.85a 1 0.04** 1 1 1 1 1 1
361 0.04 -0.79c 0.97a 0.75 0.05 1 1 1 1 1 1
362 0.22 -5.47a 0.49a 0.81 0.04 1 1 1 1 1 1
369 -0.16 5.95a 2.00a 0.81 0.03** 1 1 1 1 1 0
372 -0.02 1.24a 0.62a 0.56 0.02** 1 1 1 1 1 0
374 0.02 4.58a -2.96a 0.50 0.00 1 1 1 1 1 1
376 0.0006 -0.17 0.48 0.56 0.00 1 1 1 1 1 0
379 -0.001 -0.03 1.31a 0.25 -0.03 1 1 1 0 1 0
Significant at the (a) 1 percent level, (b) 5 percent level, (c) 10 percent level. 
*  Lerner index is positive due to unexpected signs of both theta and the elasticity of demand. Column 2 reports the values
implied by the (estimated) endogenization of the conjectural elasticity. Columns 3 and 4 report estimated values (and the
significance of the estimates). Column 6 reports the Lerner index as the (negative) ratio of the estimated values of the con-
jectural elasticity and the elasticity of demand. Columns 5 and 7-12 report the fractions for the number of observations that
satisfied the relevant restriction.
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Selected Industries
In section 3.1, 18 industries were selected which conformed to a suffi-
cient extent to the restrictions that have been imposed. In this annex,
the details of the empirical results for these 18 industries are reported.
The information given on the estimates consists of the number of obser-
vations, the estimated parameters – including t-values –, the explained
variance R
2, and the implied value of the conjectural elasticity.
1
Incidentally, additional information is presented. For SBI 223 and 224,
the boundary conditions and the implied values of the conjectural
elasticity are presented for each year. In case of SBI 340, the model
has been estimated both with and without the conjectural elasticity
being endogenized.
As should be clear from the table in chapter 3, the values for the con-
jectural elasticity are the values which are implied by the estimated
model, based on the endogenization. These ‘predicted’ values follow
from the average values of the variables over the whole period and
the estimated parameters. Usually, this is representative of the average
value of the year-specific implied values of the conjectural elasticity,
based on annual data. 
SBI 20
Number of Observations = 2,992
Standard
Par Estimate Error t-statistic
BLL  -.561206E-02  .412168E-03  -13.6160
BLM  .062820  .203550E-02  30.8619
BLK  .012947  .526331E-02  2.45981
BL  12.9086  .244987  52.6909
BMM  .268867  .019936  13.4866
BMK  .151460  .041258  3.67104
BM  -584.825  15.4314  -37.8982
BKK  -.081138  .092388  -.878229
BK  1056.93  72.0912  14.6610
A1  -2.15138  .437047  -4.92253
A2  -3.92868  .437371  -8.98249
A3  -5.35298  .439561  -12.1780
A4  -5.96996  .437715  -13.6389
A5  -2.99911  .436528  -6.87038
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1 The explained variance is given for each equation. For this purpose, the equations have been
numbered from 1 - 5, parallel to the presentation of the model in section 2.2.1. Cf. SBI 20
for comments on this matter. 
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A7  -2.97615  .439665  -6.76914
A8  -6.51681  .436028  -14.9458
ETA  -1.01675  .023439  -43.3782
RO  .938568  .024064  39.0031
C0  .025548  .380389E-02  6.71626
C1  .117232  .015346  7.63939
C2  -.126228  .010864  -11.6191
C3  -.377202  .028685  -13.1498
R
2(1) = 0.51 (1) - (3) input demand equations
R




2(4) = 0.60 (4) demand equation
R
2(5) = 0.75 (5) supply relation
THET = -0.0025856
A1 - A8 represent industry-specific dummies in the demand equation. These are neces-
sary when the model is applied at the two-digit level, because all indexes that appear in
the demand equation have the same base year, which results in a lack of variation. This
can be compensated by adding dummies to the equation.
SBI 21
Number of Observations =  704
Standard
Par  Estimate  Error  t-statistic
BLL  -.221659E-05  .669349E-03  -.331156E-02
BLM  .603353E-02  .529173E-02  1.14018
BLK  .022379  .011472  1.95075
BL  11.3190  .639812  17.6912
BMM  .707680  .067462  10.4901
BMK  -.032405  .097799  -.331346
BM  -714.938  180.425  -3.96253
BKK  .070402  .209376  .336246
BK  3290.61  226.992  14.4966
A1  -4.72730  1.42051  -3.32788
A2  -6.55040  1.42099  -4.60973
A3  -6.85813  1.42273  -4.82041
A4  -6.87584  1.42623  -4.82098
A5  -7.34597  1.42347  -5.16060
A6  -5.05751  1.41709  -3.56893
ETA  -.933291  .123329  -7.56748
RO  1.07739  .078010  13.8109
C0  .063227  .016777  3.76857
C1  .026331  .021048  1.25104
C2  .115133  .018560  6.20331











(number of equation: cf. comments for SBI 20)
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A1 - A6 represent industry-specific dummies in the demand equation. These are neces-
sary when the model is applied at the two-digit level, because all indexes that appear in
the demand equation have the same base year, which results in a lack of variation. This
can be compensated by adding dummies to the equation.
SBI 223
Number of observations =  256
Standard
Par  Estimate  Error  t-statistic
BLL  -.269658E-02  .304448E-02  -.885727
BLM  .054948  .017993  3.05393
BLK  .047198  .029741  1.58697
BL  8.45521  2.13269  3.96457
BMM  .468514  .137730  3.40169
BMK  -.469980  .148486  -3.16514
BM  -383.541  72.7947  -5.26880
BKK  1.02573  .475437  2.15745
BK  546.518  199.466  2.73991
A  3.00557  .730242  4.11586
ETA  -.954605  .137138  -6.96088
RO  .512775  .040225  12.7477
C0  .141740  .066098  2.14438
C1  -.105949  .098940  -1.07085
C2  .458446  .159543  2.87350
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L1 M1 K1 L2 M2 K2 EofD IncE P>MC Theta
1978 1 1 1 1 1 1 -0.96 0.51 1 0.0223
1979 1 1 1 1 1 1 -0.96 0.51 1 -0.0047
1980 1 1 1 1 1 1 -0.96 0.51 1 -0.0300
1981 1 1 1 1 1 1 -0.96 0.51 0 -0.0156
1982 1 1 1 1 1 1 -0.96 0.51 0 -0.0084
1983 1 1 1 1 1 1 -0.96 0.51 0 -0.0532
1984 1 1 1 1 1 1 -0.96 0.51 0 0.0140
1985 1 1 1 1 1 1 -0.96 0.51 0 0.0193
1986 1 1 1 1 1 1 -0.96 0.51 1 0.0124
1987 1 1 1 1 1 1 -0.96 0.51 1 0.0140
1988 1 1 1 1 1 1 -0.96 0.51 1 0.0028
1989 1 1 1 1 1 1 -0.96 0.51 1 0.0192
1990 1 1 1 1 1 1 -0.96 0.51 1 0.0055
1991 1 1 1 1 1 1 -0.96 0.51 1 0.0095
1992 1 1 1 1 1 1 -0.96 0.51 1 0.0092
1993 1 1 1 1 1 1 -0.96 0.51 1 0.0260
Total 1 1 1 1 1 1 -0.96 0.51 0.69 0.00
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SBI 224
Number of Observations =  160
Standard
Par  Estimate  Error  t-statistic
BLL  -.508436E-02  .427552E-02  -1.18918
BLM  .046370  .029362  1.57924
BLK  .084380  .043437  1.94257
BL  10.0845  4.29903  2.34577
BMM  .775871  .269152  2.88265
BMK  -1.41241  .344908  -4.09505
BM  -660.354  284.539  -2.32078
BKK  2.47197  .699256  3.53515
BK  6918.01  896.228  7.71903
A  -4.17790  2.10480  -1.98494
ETA  -1.42790  .189779  -7.52405
RO  .945772  .115682  8.17559
C0  .702856  .134784  5.21469
C1  -.703380  .227130  -3.09681
C2  -.025790  .070184  -.367460
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L1 M1 K1 L2 M2 K2 EofD IncE P>MC Theta
1978 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.43 0.95 1 0.0873
1979 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.43 0.95 1 0.1114
1980 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.43 0.95 1 0.0460
1981 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.43 0.95 0 0.0204
1982 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.43 0.95 1 0.0340
1983 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.43 0.95 1 0.0842
1984 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.43 0.95 1 0.0821
1985 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.43 0.95 1 0.0867
1986 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.43 0.95 1 0.1129
1987 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.43 0.95 1 0.1590
1988 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.43 0.95 1 0.1584
1989 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.43 0.95 1 0.1540
1990 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.43 0.95 1 0.1684
1991 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.43 0.95 1 0.1475
1992 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.43 0.95 1 0.1526
1993 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.43 0.95 1 0.2151
Total 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.43 0.95 0.94 0.11
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Number of Observations =  80
Standard
Par  Estimate  Error  t-statistic
BLL  -.265239E-02  .939981E-02  -.282175
BLM  .110543  .053361  2.07159
BLK  .040076  .075763  .528971
BL  11.1258  1.69949  6.54656
BMM  -.412206  .358345  -1.15031
BMK  .419095  .525009  .798262
BM  -214.112  45.5126  -4.70446
BKK  -1.00564  1.26065  -.797715
BK  -275.743  252.635  -1.09147
A  -7.79930  3.58071  -2.17814
ETA  -.731729  .392029  -1.86652
RO  .927375  .197516  4.69520
C0  .350565  .207775  1.68723
C1  -.466133  .274716  -1.69678
C2  .100250  .092757  1.08078














Number of Observations =  320
Standard
Par Estimate Error  t-statistic
BLL -.553820E-02  .305825E-02  -1.81091
BLM  .101809  .019825  5.13550
BLK  .502126E-02  .020060  .250312
BL  2.00207  1.31639  1.52088
BMM  -.083576  .148458  -.562957
BMK  -.033324  .144793  -.230151
BM  23.4717  51.5225  .455563
BKK  .331896  .266707  1.24442
BK  583.706  125.214  4.66165
A  9.36736  1.53218  6.11373
ETA  -.873726  .178511  -4.89452
RO  .145750  .084504  1.72477
C0  .427745  .086693  4.93401
C1  -.321742  .089442  -3.59720
C2  -1.30857  .452608  -2.89117
C3  1.60034  .519249  3.08203
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Number of Observations =  112
Standard
Par Estimate  Error  t-statistic
BLL  -.319418E-02  .309240E-02  -1.03292
BLM  .065319  .022084  2.95771
BLK  -.044524  .020858  -2.13462
BL  7.96130  1.15275  6.90634
BMM  .167207  .187165  .893365
BMK  .440029  .235266  1.87035
BM  -263.031  85.9469  -3.06038
BKK  .392737  .514304  .763629
BK  -690.919  707.190  -.976993
A  8.72737  1.52688  5.71580
ETA  -1.30418  .362490  -3.59783
RO  .153482  .083618  1.83552
C0  .758705  .425377  1.78361
C1  -1.00948  .807195  -1.25060
C2  -.371294  .119013  -3.11977














Number of Observations =  64
Standard
Par Estimate  Error  t-statistic
BLL  -.743279E-02  .640613E-02  -1.16026
BLM  .117736  .044541  2.64331
BLK  -.038317  .057784  -.663113
BL  3.99817  4.75142  .841468
BMM -.343083  .410476  -.835817
BMK  .349332  .454333  .768891
BM  -35.1403  195.570  -.179681
BKK  .602784  1.10208  .546949
BK  473.059  820.599  .576481
A  -.757287  6.86214  -.110357
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RO  .611133  .378568  1.61433
C0  .170519  .656616  .259693
C1  -.668550  1.45254  -.460263
C2  -.379367  .229729  -1.65137














Number of Observations =  96
Standard
Par Estimate  Error  t-statistic
BLL  .171822E-02  .202439E-02  .848759
BLM  .025019  .012236  2.04467
BLK  -.035919  .029091  -1.23468
BL  24.9284  3.10093  8.03899
BMM .370421  .111753  3.31465
BMK .515669  .189518  2.72094
BM  -1093.29  186.676  -5.85661
BKK .380675  .712492  .534286
BK -2797.61  3036.77  -.921246
A -14.7576  1.83447  -8.04460
ETA  -.641847  .124188  -5.16833
RO  1.50508  .100943  14.9101
C0  -.477813  .125565  -3.80532
C1 .031503  .147295  .213877
C2  .686400  .213931  3.20851














Number of Observations =  2,752
Standard
Par  Estimate  Error  t-statistic
BLL  -.022487  .132157E-02  -17.0153
BLM  .206763  .846926E-02  24.4134
BLK  .027451  .011807  2.32496
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BMM  -1.06196  .068443  -15.5159
BMK  .104658  .086108  1.21543
BM  -502.603  16.1163  -31.1861
BKK  -.265804  .129919  -2.04593
BK  2233.29  79.0372  28.2561
A  -7.43610  .526978  -14.1108
ETA  -.776447  .041993  -18.4899
RO  1.22637  .029024  42.2545
C0  .055083  .021121  2.60795
C1  -1.12768  .140982  -7.99873
C2  1.21707  .045288  26.8739















Number of Observations =  240
Standard
Par  Estimate  Error  t-statistic
BLL  -.829985E-02  .221529E-02  -3.74662
BLM .093416  .015037  6.21224
BLK  .058859  .024802  2.37317
BL  3.06515  1.68620  1.81778
BMM .020413  .136119  .149966
BMK  -.471089  .128234  -3.67366
BM  235.344  134.316  1.75216
BKK .974140  .481583  2.02279
BK  -1937.49  436.957  -4.43404
A  -3.57180  1.07970  -3.30813
ETA -2.02271  .297452  -6.80014
RO  .937366  .059503  15.7534
C0  1.69299  .435551  3.88701
C1  -1.64279  .434844  -3.77788
C2  -1.06887  .337687  -3.16526
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Number of Observations =  1,056
Standard
Par  Estimate  Error  t-statistic
BLL  -.985126E-02  .319021E-02  -3.08796
BLM .085886  .021679  3.96165
BLK  .061308  .024042  2.55000
BL  8.47603  .485146  17.4711
BMM .156402  .169923  .920427
BMK -.292124  .182831  -1.59778
BM  -326.390  30.9887  -10.5326
BKK .106861  .371029  .288012
BK  1934.12  158.864  12.1747
A  -5.37879  .864219  -6.22388
ETA -.504375  .058879  -8.56635
RO  1.06503  .048016  22.1805
C0  .202440  .021839  9.26956
C1  -.532918  .069354  -7.68403
C2  -.243145  .056924  -4.27143















Number of Observations =  128
Standard
Par Estimate Error  t-statistic
BLL -.539436E-02  .216038E-02  -2.49695
BLM .083420  .017853  4.67264
BLK .010431  .034184  .305130
BL  .345562  2.02875  .170333
BMM .027183  .229254  .118572
BMK -.287714  .324029  -.887927
BM  81.3733  225.278  .361213
BKK 1.78129  .649047  2.74447
BK  -1611.45  720.862  -2.23545
A  -13.1570  1.46674  -8.97027
ETA -1.73978  .469985  -3.70177
RO  1.45290  .080766  17.9890
C0  .376976  .546420  .689901
C1  .642043  .724512  .886172
C2  -.851330  .424340  -2.00625
C3  -1.15730  1.19570  -.967887
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Number of Observations =  160
Standard
Par Estimate  Error  t-statistic
BLL  -.104852E-03  .922803E-03  -.113623
BLM .013910  .793104E-02  1.75383
BLK .948641E-02  .012148  .780930
BL  -12.3645  6.91854  -1.78715
BMM .789780  .097250  8.12112
BMK -.472151  .128849  -3.66437
BM  3149.58  1009.02  3.12144
BKK 1.40200  .367229  3.81777
BK  3854.72  2734.04  1.40990
A  -19.7611  1.35362  -14.5987
ETA -.504142  .080112  -6.29295
RO  1.85991  .074370  25.0091
C0  .300494  .087665  3.42777
C1  -.366795  .073669  -4.97895
C2  -.054136  .053075  -1.01999














A: Conjectural Elasticity Endogenized
Number of Observations =  352
Standard
Par  Estimate  Error  t-statistic
BLL  -.666624E-03  .280435E-02  -.237711
BLM .063536  .016729  3.79793
BLK  .168317E-02  .023181  .072611
BL  3.23770  1.05779  3.06081
BMM .205121  .114460  1.79208
BMK  -.216282  .136118  -1.58893
BM  -91.1473  44.2969  -2.05764
BKK 1.31476  .410966  3.19919
BK  -182.710  193.865  -.942464
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ETA -1.83272  .178881  -10.2455
RO  .896665  .046027  19.4812
C0  .740962  .122101  6.06843
C1  -2.14805  .539089  -3.98458
C2  .134930  .130302  1.03552














B: Conjectural Elasticity Estimated Directly
Number of Observations =  352
Standard
Par  Estimate  Error  t-statistic
BLL  -.769373E-02  .288435E-02  -2.66740
BLM  .092882  .017645  5.26382
BLK  .061340  .018417  3.33072
BL  3.19498  .980823  3.25744
BMM  .115087  .115290  .998243
BMK  -.553302  .131215  -4.21676
BM  -93.1294  40.5036  -2.29929
BKK  1.02053  .322797  3.16153
BK  -79.5808  163.117  -.487876
A  -2.79581  .642801  -4.34941
ETA  -1.91114  .085064  -22.4671
RO  .873083  .035464  24.6188














Number of Observations =  208
Standard
Par Estimate  Error  t-statistic
BLL  .119584E-02  .450829E-02  .265253
BLM .051523  .031257  1.64838
BLK -.027828  .033492  -.830889
BL  3.46547  3.09167  1.12091
BMM .182796  .271444  .673423
BMK .201008  .284418  .706735
BM  -540.552  185.667  -2.91140
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BK  -14.2314  457.381  -.031115
A  -13.3739  2.00294  -6.67711
ETA -2.34925  .409699  -5.73409
RO  1.42716  .110740  12.8874
C0  .080294  .177386  .452650
C1  1.72138  .554568  3.10400
C2  -1.66708  .237815  -7.00996














Number of Observations =  176
Standard
Par Estimate  Error  t-statistic
BLL  .487041E-02  1.43455
BLM .022339  .027706  .806298
BLK -.034468  .051662  -.667188
BL  .538236  1.57194  .342402
BMM .350051  .251730  1.39058
BMK -.013590  .424838  -.031988
BM -74.9411  163.762  -.457623
BKK 1.45497  1.11087  1.30975
BK  2765.23  639.566  4.32360
A  4.57807  2.92143  1.56706
ET A -1.18134  .263757  -4.47889
RO  .399324  .160582  2.48673
C0  -.265261  .136148  -1.94833
C1  .606890  .280379  2.16453
C2  -.173647  .269964  -.643223
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Number of Observations =  336
Standard
Par Estimate  Error  t-statistic
BLL  -.886931E-02  .192406E-02  -4.60969
BLM .110922  .014767  7.51169
BLK -.010950  .020217  -.541604
BL  11.9971  .899356  13.3396
BMM -.172658  .145770  -1.18446
BMK -.108202  .150816  -.717448
BM -189.136  77.3559  -2.44501
BKK .997654  .321341  3.10466
BK  847.041  149.403  5.66951
A  4.66799  3.03299  1.53907
ETA -5.47401  .818401  -6.68866
RO .494134  .166399  2.96958
C0 2.34057  .555162  4.21602
C1 -2.25858  .597453  -3.78034
C2 -2.31390  1.23518  -1.87333
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Sales (qi)
The volume of sales is obtained by deflating sales by a price index.
The price index is a weighted average of the three-digit industry price
indices for domestic and foreign sales. As export shares are available
at firm level, a firm-specific deflator for sales can be constructed. The
price indices for domestic and foreign sales are obtained from the
Producer Price Statistics, while sales and exports have been taken
from Production Statistics.
Total Quantity (Q)
The quantity of production in a three-digit industry group (output),
based on a summation of qi over the firms within the three-digit
group.
Employment (xLi)
The number of employees is obtained from the Production Statistics.
The number of employees is restricted to those working fifteen hours
per week or more.
Materials (xMi)
The volume of materials is obtained by deflating the firm-specific
value of materials by the sectoral price index for materials. The value
of materials is obtained from the Production Statistics.
Capital stock (xKi)
The amount of capital (input), see wK.
Price of Labour (wL)
Weighted industry wage. Wages of individual firms are averaged
using the number of employees as weights. Source: Production
Statistics.
Price of Material (wM)
Price of intermediate inputs. Source: Producer Price Statistics.
Price of Capital (wK)
The price of capital. This variable is defined jointly with xK, since the
construction of these variables is mutually coherent. Data on depre-
ciation (source: Production Statistics) are used as a basis for con-
structing xK. Depreciation is divided by the depreciation fraction d
(=0.0521, cf. Van Leeuwen 1993), assuming exponential deprecia-
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(source: National Accounts). The resulting variable is xK, in constant
prices. Subsequently, wK is calculated using the following formula:
wK,t = (rt + d)ipt – Dipt, ip being the investment price and r being
the cost of financing (long-term interest rate (source: “Centraal
Economisch Plan”) plus a risk premium of 2 per cent).
Price (P)
The production price in one’s own industry group (selling price).
Source: Producer Price Statistics.
Gross Domestic Product (Y)
Aggregate demand of the entire manufacturing industry. This is a
summation of sales over all firms in the data-set, deflated by PI.
Price Index (PI)
The production price of the entire manufacturing industry. This is a
weighted average of the three-digit prices P (sales are used as the
weights).
Herfindahl-index (hrf)
The Herfindahl-index is used to measure the industrial concentration
rate. The index (H) is calculated at three-digit level SIC:
where Q denotes sales, the subscripts i and j denote firm and indus-
try, respectively and Fj the number of firms in industry j. The data are
obtained from the Production Statistics.
Export share (exq)
The export share is defined as foreign sales divided by total sales.
This variable, which is originally measured at firm level, is obtained
from the Production Statistics. For the purposes of our research, a
weighted average has been constructed for the three-digit level.
Import share (imq)
Import share is defined as competing imports divided by the sum of
domestic sales and competing imports. The figures, which are avail-
able for 32 manufacturing industries (between SIC two- and three-
digit classification), are obtained from the National Accounts.
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Industries
The data set includes observations for 67 industries in Dutch manu-
facturing (1978-1993). The description of these industries are given
below.
SBI-code SBI-code description
20 Food processing I
21 Food processing II
22 221 Wool industry
222 Cotton industry
223 Knitting and hosiery industry
224 Textile refinement industry
225 Manufacture of carpets and rugs
227 Textile wares industry (excl. garments)
229 Other textile industry
23 231 Manufacture of ready-made clothing
232 Contract manufacture of ready-made clothing
24 241 Leather industry
242 Leatherware industry (excl. clothing)
243 Footwear industry
25 252 Plywood, veneer, fibre, chipboard and wood preservation
industry
253 Carpeting, parquetry industry
254 Manufacture of wooden containers
256 Cork, braiding and bristle industry
257 Furniture industry (excl. metal furniture)
26 261 Paper and cardboard industry
262 Paperware industry
263 Corrugated cardboard and cardboard industry
27 271 Printing industry
272 Publishing industry
273 Bookbinding industry
29 292 Manufacture of plastics
294 Other chemical raw materials industry
295 Manufacture of paint, lacquer, varnish and printing ink
296 Manufacture of pharmaceutical and antiseptic dressings
297 Manufacture of soap; other washing and cleaning materials,
perfumes and cosmetics
298 Manufacture of chemical detergents, etc.
299 Manufacture of other chemical products
311 Rubber processing industry
31 313 Plastic processing industry
321 Manufacture of bricks and tiles
32 322 Manufacture of earthenware
323 Manufacture of sand lime bricks
325 Manufacture of concrete and cement products
327 Manufacture of other minerals
328 Manufacture of glass and glass processing plants
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334 Non-ferrous metal industry
34 340 Foundries
341 Iron works, crushing and pressing industry
342 Manufacture of screws, mass products from lathes and
springs
343 Construction of tanks, reservoirs and pipelines
344 Other metal construction
345 Manufacture of metal furniture
346 Metal packaging industry
347 Manufacture of heating and cooking apparatus (excl. elec-
tric)
348 Manufacture of other metal products
349 Forges, surface treatment, etc.
351 Manufacture of agricultural machinery
35 352 Manufacture of metal working machinery
353 Manufacture of machinery for food processing, chemical and
related industries
354 Lifting and other transport equipment for mining, construc-
tion, building materials and metallurgic industries
355 Manufacture of cog wheels, bearings and other driving gear
356 Manufacture of machinery and other equipment for indus-
tries n.e.s.
357 Manufacture of steamboilers, engines and turbines
359 Manufacture of other machinery and apparatus
36 361 Electric cable and wire industry
362 Electric engines, generators, transformers, switchgear and
installation materials industry
369  Other electrotechnical industry
37 372 Manufacture of coach work and trailers
374 Shipbuilding and ship repair industries
376 Manufacture of bicycles and motorcycles
379 Manufacture of other transport equipment
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The research report series is the successor of both the research paper
and the ‘researchpublikatie’ series. There is a consecutive report
numbering followed by /x. For /x there are five options:
/E: a report of the department of Strategic Research, written in
English;
/N: like /E, but written in Dutch;
/F: like /E, but written in French;
/A: a report of one of the other departments of the Research
Institute for Small and Medium-sized Business;
/I: a report of the department of Strategic Research for internal
purposes; external availability on request.
9301/E The intertemporal stability of the concentration-margins
relationship in Dutch and U.S. manufacturing; Yvonne
Prince and Roy Thurik
9302/E Persistence of profits and competitiveness in Dutch manu-
facturing; Aad Kleijweg
9303/E Small store presence in Japan; Martin A. Carree, Jeroen C.A.
Potjes and A. Roy Thurik
9304/I Multi-factorial risk analysis and the sensitivity concept; Erik
M. Vermeulen, Jaap Spronk and Nico van der Wijst
9305/E Do small firms’ price-cost margins follow those of large
firms? First empirical results; Yvonne Prince and Roy Thurik
9306/A Export success of SMEs: an empirical study; Cinzia Mancini
and Yvonne Prince
9307/N Het aandeel van het midden- en kleinbedrijf in de
Nederlandse industrie; Kees Bakker en Roy Thurik
9308/E Multi-factorial risk analysis applied to firm evaluation; Erik
M. Vermeulen, Jaap Spronk and Nico van der Wijst
9309/E Visualizing interfirm comparison; Erik M. Vermeulen, Jaap
Spronk and Nico van der Wijst
9310/E Industry dynamics and small firm development in the
European printing industry (Case Studies of Britain, The
Netherlands and Denmark); Michael Kitson, Yvonne Prince
and Mette Mönsted
9401/E Employment during the business cycle: evidence from
Dutch manufacturing; Marcel H.C. Lever en Wilbert H.M.
van der Hoeven
9402/N De Nederlandse industrie in internationaal perspectief:
arbeidsproduktiviteit, lonen en concurrentiepositie; Aad
Kleijweg en Sjaak Vollebregt
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Conduct and Performance  27-07-1999  16:19  Pagina 599403/E A micro-econometric analysis of interrelated factor demand;
René Huigen, Aad Kleijweg, George van Leeuwen and Kees
Zeelenberg
9404/E Between economies of scale and entrepreneurship; Roy
Thurik
9405/F L’évolution structurelle du commerce de gros français; Luuk
Klomp et Eugène Rebers
9406/I Basisinkomen: een inventarisatie van argumenten; Bob van
Dijk
9407/E Interfirm performance evaluation under uncertainty, a
multi-dimensional frame-work; Jaap Spronk and Erik M.
Vermeulen
9408/N Indicatoren voor de dynamiek van de Nederlandse
economie: een sectorale analyse; Garmt Dijksterhuis,
Hendrik-Jan Heeres en Aad Kleijweg
9409/E Entry and exit in Dutch manufacturing industries; Aad
Kleijweg en Marcel Lever
9410/I Labour productivity in Europe: differences in firm-size,
countries and industries; Garmt Dijksterhuis
9411/N Verslag van de derde mondiale workshop Small Business
Economics; Tinbergen Instituut, Rotterdam, 26-27 augustus
1994; M.A. Carree en M.H.C. Lever
9412/E Internal and external forces in sectoral wage formation: evi-
dence from the Netherlands; Johan J. Graafland and Marcel
H.C. Lever
9413/A Selectie van leveranciers: een kwestie van produkt, profijt
en partnerschap?; F. Pleijster
9414/I Grafische weergave van tabellen; Garmt Dijksterhuis
9501/N Over de toepassing van de financieringstheorie in het mid-
den- en kleinbedrijf; Erik M. Vermeulen
9502/E Insider power, market power, firm size and wages: evidence
from Dutch manufacturing industries; Marcel H.C. Lever
and Jolanda M. van Werkhooven
9503/E Export performance of SMEs; Yvonne M. Prince
9504/E Strategic Niches and Profitability: A First Report; David B.
Audretsch, Yvonne M. Prince and A. Roy Thurik
9505/A Meer over winkelopenstellingstijden; H.J. Gianotten en H.J.
Heeres
9506/I Interstratos; een onderzoek naar de mogelijkheden van de
Interstratos-dataset; Jan de Kok
9507/E Union coverage and sectoral wages: evidence from the
Netherlands; Marcel H.C. Lever and Wessel A. Marquering
9508/N Ontwikkeling van de grootteklassenverdeling in de
Nederlandse Industrie; Sjaak Vollebregt
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facturing industries; Marcel H.C. Lever
9510/N Entrepreneurship: visies en benaderingen; Bob van Dijk en
Roy Thurik
9511/A De toegevoegde waarde van de detailhandel; enkele verk-
larende theorieën tegen de achtergrond van ontwikkelingen
in distributiekolom, technologie en externe omgeving; J.T.
Nienhuis en H.J. Gianotten
9512/N Haalbaarheidsonderzoek MANAGEMENT-model; onder-
zoek naar de mogelijkheden voor een simulatiemodel van
het bedrijfsleven, gebaseerd op gedetailleerde branche- en
bedrijfsgegevens; Aad Kleijweg, Sander Wennekers, Ton
Kwaak en Nico van der Wijst
9513/A Chippen in binnen- en buitenland; De elektronische porte-
monnee in kaart ge-bracht; een verkenning van toepassin-
gen, mogelijkheden en consequenties van de chipcard als
elektronische portemonnee in binnen- en buitenland; drs. J.
Roorda en drs. W.J.P. Vogelesang
9601/N Omzetprognoses voor de detailhandel; Pieter Fris, Aad
Kleijweg en Jan de Kok
9602/N Flexibiliteit in de Nederlandse Industrie; N.J. Reincke
9603/E The Decision between Internal and External R&D; David B.
Audretsch, Albert J. Menkveld and A. Roy Thurik
9604/E Job creation by size class: measurement and empirical
investigation; Aad Kleijweg and Henry Nieuwenhuijsen
9605/N Het effect van een beursnotering; drs. K.R. Jonkheer
9606/N Een Micro-werkgelegenheidsmodel voor de Detailhandel;
drs. P. Fris
9607/E Demand for and wages of high- and low-skilled labour in
the Netherlands; M.H.C. Lever and A.S.R. van der Linden
9701/N Arbeidsomstandigheden en bedrijfsgrootte. Een verkenning
met de LISREL-methode; drs. L.H.M. Bosch en drs. J.M.P. de
Kok
9702/E The impact of competition on prices and wages in Dutch
manufacturing industries; Marcel H.C. Lever
9703/A FAMOS, een financieringsmodel naar grootteklassen; drs.
W.H.J. Verhoeven
9704/N Banencreatie door MKB en GB; Pieter Fris, Henry
Nieuwenhuijsen en Sjaak Vollebregt
9705/N Naar een bedrijfstypenmodel van het Nederlandse bedrijf-
sleven, drs. W.H.M. van der Hoeven, drs. J.M.P. de Kok en
drs. A. Kwaak
9801/E The Knowledge Society, Entrepreneurship and Unemploy-
ment, David B. Audretsch and A. Roy Thurik
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David B. Audretsch, Patrick Houweling and A. Roy Thurik
9803/E The determinants of employment in Europe, the USA and
Japan, André van Stel
9804/E PRISMA’98: Policy Research Instrument for Size-aspects in
Macro-economic Analysis, Ton Kwaak
9805/N Banencreatie bij het Klein-, Midden- en Grootbedrijf, Henry
Nieuwenhuijsen, Ben van der Eijken en Ron van Dijk
9806/A Milieumodel, drs. K.L. Bangma
9807/A Barriers for hiring personnel; Jacques Niehof
9808/A Methodiek kosten en baten Arbowetgeving; drs. K.M.P.
Brouwers, dr. B.I. van der Burg, drs. A.F.M. Nijsen en ir.
H.C. Visee
9809/E Business Ownership and Economic Growth; An Empirical
Investigation; Martin Carree, André van Stel, Roy Thurik
and Sander Wennekers
9810/E The Degree of Collusion in Construction; M.H.C. Lever, H.R.
Nieuwenhuijsen and A.J. van Stel
9811/E Self-employment in 23 OECD countries; Ralph E.
Wildeman, Geert Hofstede, Niels G. Noorderhaven, A. Roy
Thurik, Wim H.J. Verhoeven and Alexander R.M.
Wennekers
9812/E SICLASS: Forecasting the European enterprise sector by
industry and size class; Niels Bosma and Ton Kwaak
9901/E Scanning the Future of Entrepreneurship; drs. N.S. Bosma,
drs. A.R.M. Wennekers and drs. W.S. Zwinkels
9902/E Are Small Firms Really Sub-optimal?; Compensating Factor
Differentials in Small Dutch Manufacturing Firms; David B.
Audretsch, George van Leeuwen, Bert Menkveld and Roy
Thurik
9903/E FAMOS; A size-class based financial analysis model; W.H.J.
Verhoeven and E.A. van Noort
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